
Abstract:

1. Introduction
CMM scanning probes are used to locate and measure

points, which will then form a three-dimension element.
The measured points are being located by means of con-
tact between a stylus tip and a surface of an element.
Inductive transducers, located inside a probe, are regis-
tering a movement of stylus tip in X, Y, Z coordinates.
As shown in Fig. 1, the data from transducers in addition
with coordinates of scanning probe are actual position of
stylus tip.

A scanning probe, in fact, acts as a small coordinate
measuring device. During scanning on CMM the computer
is registering a center of probe tip, which was calibrated
before the process. The coordinates of measured points
are registered during probing. The measured data, called
indicated points, is not giving real information about
shape and dimension of an element. Only, so-called cor-
rected measured point is an approximation of a real point
on the surface, which is described in [1]. The stylus tip
radius correction is an offset vector of norm equal to the
effective stylus tip radius which is added to the indicated
measured point. As many researches have shown, the
biggest influence on measurement error in scanning pro-
cess on CMM, has the correction of indicated points, par-
ticularly when a curved surface is being measured, which
was described in [2]. There are many correction methods,
which can be divided into three different groups: probe
radius correction using information about position of in-
dicated points, probe radius correction based on infor-
mation from force generators in scanning probe, probe
radius correction using information from CAD model.

Scanning technology has been becoming more common
then ever. Scanning offers new and effective possibilities of
measurement. Nowadays planning, production and assem-
bling without high accurate metrology is impossible. Mea-
surement of small, curved elements became much easier
with great development of mechanical components of mea-
sure machines, such as: guideways, transducers, bearings,
servomechanisms. All this improvement made possible to
collect with good accuracy points in high density. Algo-
rithms, and computer software were greatly improved as
well. Especially, many efforts were put on probe radius cor-
rection algorithms development. In this paper a review
and a comparison of probe radius correction methods are
shown.

Keywords: coordinate measuring machine (CMM), scan-
ning probe, probe tip radius correction.

Many methods use a set of indicated measured points to
estimate the correction direction. Such algorithm was
described by Shuh-Ren Liang and Alan C. Lin in [3].

It was proposed to convert massive data points into
numerous, connected triangular meshes and then calcu-
late unit normal vector to each triangular mesh. The pro-
cess starts with determining base and target trajectory.
The one with fewer points is called base trajectory. Next
step is to find corresponding points between each tra-
jectory.Once the corresponding points are found, a con-
nection between them is implemented and triangular
meshes are formed. Trajectories cannot cross each
others. After that, the program calculates unit normal ve-
ctor to each mesh. Finally, each point is shifted in its nor-
mal direction with the value of probe radius.

Another simple method to calculate the correction di-
rection is to connect successive points with a straight
line and then calculate unit normal vector to determinate
line. Alternative, it is possible to connect every second
point of trajectory and calculate normal vector to the
line. A big disadvantage of this method is that very often
the corrected points are shifted in chaotic direction,
which is not corresponding to measured surface, parti-
cularly curved or sharp shape, such as cutting edge. Much
research was put on this problem, and as a result, a new
correction method was proposed in [4]. Normal vector is
not calculated in this algorithm, as well as the measured
shape is not smoothed by any mathematical model, such
as NURBS and the points are not manipulated to look
more correct. It is also possible to perform validity check
of corrected points. The principle of algorithm is that the
profile is defined by an envelope of a family of circles
formed by probe tips. The corrected measured points are

Fig. 1. Principle of scanning performance.
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situated somewhere on arcs of circles and are found by
means of special mathematical equations and also fuzzy
logic knowledge, which is described in [5].

Another method, proposed by Y. C. Lin and W. I. Sun
in [6] is based on multi-cross-product method. The
authors determine the directions of four normal vectors
and their average for the compensated point from cross
products of the four nearest tangential vectors. Tangen-
tial vectors are calculated from stylus tip centre and its
four nearest points. Similar method, described by Jagoda
and others in [7], determines eight normal vectors as
cross product of stylus tip centre and eight nearest
points. Normal vector of indicated point is the average of
eight vectors calculated before.

Another approach for stylus tip radius correction was
proposed by Jae-jun Park and others, whose idea was to-
tally different from previous [8]. The authors designed
a new measuring probe with an internal elastic structure
equipped with strain gauges, so that the contact force
between the tip and measured shape can be estimated
and used for the calculation of the stylus tip correction
vector.

Another example of new approach for stylus correc-
tion is an idea of Aoyama, Kawai, Kishinami, who propo-
sed a potentiometric spherical tip, which is capable of
detecting the point of contact with an electrically con-
ducting object surface [9]. The touched point can be
estimated by current flowing at electrodes distributed on
a tip, which is covered with a thin resistance film

The measurements were carried out on Accura Zeiss
CMM, equipped with Vast Gold active scanning probe and
Calypso software. Each point was recorded every 0,01 mm
with measuring tip which radius was 2,001296 mm. Scan-
ning speed was 1 mm/sec. There were two radius correc-
tion methods built in the machine. One method was ba-
sed on information of contact force from scanning probe
and is called VAST correction. The information about
contact force generated in scanning probe, so that the
tip was always in contact with the work piece, was used to
determine the correction direction. Another method was
using NURBS splines and the calculations were made by
Calypso program - this method is called Calypso correc-
tion. Trajectories made by measure tip were transformed
into splines, which enabled to calculate normal vector of
each spline. Moreover, two simple programs for calcula-
ting corrected points were created and used for the com-
parison. To correct an indicated point, the first program
was using next or previous point's coordinates to calcu-
late the correction vector. Correction direction was per-
pendicular to a line created by connecting indicated
point with next or previous point. The second program,
for calculating the correction direction is using every se-
cond point's information. Additionally, the correction
was carried out on STEM software for the stylus tip radius
compensation in CMM scanning measurement, described
in [10], according to the algorithm from [5].

The measured elements had free form surfaces and
constant sections. Indicated points were corrected by
five methods. The results are shown in Fig. 2 - 4. The

.

2. Comparison of probe radius correction
methods

indicated and corrected points are marked as follows:
indicated points - black rectangle, VAST correction -
white rectangles, STEM correction white circles, Calypso
correction - white triangles, every another and every
second point white stars and pentagons.

Measured profile, as well as corrected points was put
on common chart, as shown in Fig. 2. Corrected profile
is systematic, except for the edge, where the corrected
points are irregular, which was shown in details in Fig. 3.
VAST corrected points are put in wrong order, besides the
scatter of corrected points is about 0,1 mm on the edge.
When the profile is straight, VAST corrected points are
given with smaller scatter. STEM, Calypso and correction
based on previous or next or every second point position
results are shown in Fig. 4. STEM and Calypso corrected
points are close to each others, the distance is less then
1 μm. STEM corrected points are put in order, while Calyp-
so, and correction based on previous or next or every
second point position points are disordered. The scatter
of Calypso and STEM corrected points is about 2 μm, while
correction based on previous or next or every second
point position has a scatter of about 4 μm.

3. Conclusion
In this paper a review and comparison of probe radius

correction methods is shown. Each group of correction
method has some characteristic results. Methods based on
mathematical calculations, such as STEM or Calypso gives
smooth profile without loops. The programs use some
special algorithms to eliminate problems with incorrect
point order. VAST correction results are irregular and
scattered. The reason of such effect is the friction bet-
ween measuring tip and the surface. An additional force
component is added to the contact force and it results in
big, irregular scatter and rough profile. Big influence on
this effect has the speed of scanning, as well as material
of measured work piece. The biggest differences between
correction method results are on the edges of profile. The
difference between VAST correction and STEM, Calypso, or
correction based on previous or next or every second point
is about 0,2 mm. Correction based on previous or next or
every second point occasionally gives results, which are
chaotic. Corrected profile may have loops or the points
may be in wrong order, as shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 2. Measured profile with indicated and corrected points.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of correction methods, an edge of mea-
sured element.

Fig. 4. Comparison of correction methods.
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